An Introduction to….
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What Evidence Supports Our Assessments?
Across every extended writing task (of which there is one per week), you child should
display each skill 3 times or more to be judged as being secure in that skill. If they show
the skills more than 3 times in each piece of work, they will be judged as having embedded
the skill and may be showing that can extend and manipulate the skill. Writing tasks are
planned using SOLO taxonomy in order to ensure there is an opportunity for all children to
write in depth and to show depth in their knowledge of writing skills.
In reading, we build a profile of work which includes comprehension activities, responses
to reading in the form of writing, discussion, drama and role-play. We review the profiles
each half term and use SOLO Taxonomy against each reading objective to judge how well
they are performing. From this term, we will also give each child a more formal reading
test so we can compare this to our teacher assessments and adjust as necessary. It also
gives the children opportunities to practice test skills.
In maths we review pupils’ work weekly and judged against the key objectives using SOLO
taxonomy to assess the children’s skills in each area they have covered. Staff can then
teach gaps in knowledge and also provide opportunities for deeper learning. From this
term, we will also be conducting more formal tests to analyse for any further gaps and to
validate our teacher assessments.

KS1 National Tests
•
•
•
•
•

Spelling
Grammar and Punctuation
Reading Comprehension
Arithmetic
Maths Reasoning

KS2 National Tests
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spelling
Grammar and Punctuation
Reading Comprehension
Arithmetic
Maths Paper 2 – Reasoning
Maths Paper 3 - Reasoning

Year 1 Phonics Screening
An adult led assessment
where children are asked to
read real and made up words
to see whether they have
learnt their sounds well
enough.

At West Row we will aim to find
a way through for every child!

